


Business continuity

If the worst happens and a terrorist incident
occurs, swift resumption of business will be a
challenge. The security officers' role will often
be to coordinate activity at 'bronze' level,
moving people out of harm's way and on to
their business continuity sites. Pr~paration is
everything, and the current threat levels
suggest this is a good time to do just that
Simple measures can make a difference, such
as prepared notice boards ready to deploy into
foyers, handy route maps to the new site for
staff to collect as they leave the muster point.
and security officers who are trained to direct
staff verbally or physically to their destinations.

Staff will arrive the other end in better shape
if they feel the company itself is prepared and
calm. The security officers are often the face
of the company at such times, and a confident
manner in moving staff from A to B, in
providing efficient reassurance and first aid,
and an ability to take control of the general
mass of people and events on the ground will
benefit the process greatly. These skills are
achieved by constant practice and security
staff development, and clients should look
hard at how to include them in SLAs.

Global perspective

Clients whose security companies have a
global outlook and capability will be at an
advantage. For example, security companies
used to working in hostile zones will pass their
experience on to their security officers and to
their managed control rooms. Terrorist
surveillance in Pakistan, Iraq and Afghanistan
is a given, as is other more technically based
state surveillance in countries such as China
and Russia. This is added value indeed for
the client

Such capability is not the exclusive province of
globally sized security firms. One reason is that
very large security firms are often global by
virtue of having bought globally. Many are
less likely to have a global operations room
of their own staffed by people who
themselves have global experience and
who can respond accordingly.

Most large corporates in the City are global or
have global interests. Mumbai 2008 showed
that what happens a continent away can have
direct impact in London. All the banks' crisis
management teams went into overdrive as
soon as the Twitter and Blackberry messages
started coming through from staff caught up
in the Oberoi and Taj Mahal Palace, to the
extent that bronze level tactical decisions were
being made in London based on intelligence
hotter than that available to the police,
governments and the media. As the event
progressed the flow of intelligence from the
corporates to the City of London Police was
sometimes swifter and more accurate than
that from the security forces on the ground
to the police control rooms in Mumbai. In
those conditions a security control room
with globally aware staff - and the London

security control rooms often double up as
regional or even global ones - along with a
vendor back up control room thinking and
acting globally, can be crucial.

Another example: if a member of the London
staff in trouble in Saudi Arabia calls his London
control room in the early hours, the
requirement is for more than call-forwarding.
As well as alerting the right people, the control
room staff need the technology and situational
perspective to communicate with people on
the ground, know where they are and make
quick decisions; and the management
controlling the operations staff need to have
a strategic understanding of the client

Olympics

Finally a look ahead to the 2012 Olympics.
The threat in London could be high or low,
but our bets are on the former. The impact
on big firms, City ones included, will be across
business and across infrastructure. Thus far
the focus of the security industry has
understandably been on the games, and
less on the clients. The threats will be from
terrorism, local and imported crime both
organised and opportunist, and global
protestors, and these threats will be pitched
against the ability of the police to respond at a
time when their forces will be stretched both
by the games and by the impact of austerity
cuts. There will be transport stress of all types,
not only affecting the ability of staff to get to
and from work, but perhaps their ability to
reach their business continuity sites. There
rniqht.also be communications stress affecting
mobile phone networks, not helpful in a crisis.

Security staff will be harder to find: wage
inflation among officers is already occurring
because of the Olympics, and the requirement
for technical security staff and CCTV engineers
by the Games might well directly impact a
City firm's 24 hour security, not just at the
time but in a lead up period of several months
or longer.

The security industry needs to work with its
clients to find solutions. These include advance
security budgeting, holiday planning, sickness
contingency, and electronic maintenance and
requirements booked well in advance. And
planning a security tender or contract renewal
any time after mid 2011 would not be
good planning.

The need is for a stable and well rehearsed
security workforce, and that needs to be
planned, starting now. This will maximise the
City's chance of having a secure and enjoyable
Olympics, even in the face of high threats.
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